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About This Game

Introduction to the game
This is a "collection game" which unlocks "collection" girls by tapping cute little people who jump out of the hole. The unlocked

girl will be sealed in a bottle and you can meet her again at any time. Every beautiful girl has her own unique movements and
voice to make you have a more authentic experience!

Game features
Leisure Play + Girl Animation + Passionate Voice

Every girl has her own elf guardian in her heart. When you capture his elf, you can get her girl's heart.~
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DSGame
Publisher:
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Release Date: 14 Mar, 2019
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I recommend this game, well worth the money and has really nice artwork.
The girls even move in the pictures once you have unlocked them!
Game had one bad thing; sometimes the hammer did not register a hit delivered so the hitbox was the only annoying thing.

Patch is easy to find, game + dlc will provide 1-2 hours of gameplay.
If you like nice "art" wrapped in a relaxing game, you found it.

8,5\/10. I am a simple man \u0e51\u4e5b\u25e1\u4e5b\u0e51. Well.. The artwork is okay. ( \u0361\u00b0 \u035c\u0296
\u0361\u00b0)

BUT, everything else is not.

-Achievement 14-38 NOT WORKING (You need to go through all CC Artworks to unlock them)
-Clicks don't register sometimes
-Sometimes a "puzzle" is broken and you can't clear it. (just doesn't work until you restart)
-Third party uncut patch (in other games like this you type "r18" and its uncut. This game is impressive to me,because the girls
are so kawaii.. Seek girl? More like disappointment waifu finding simulator. Gameplay feels like your trying to watch hentai on
a dialup connection. Was hoping it was going to be a fully fledged waifu simulator, 1\/10 couldnt even get a semi over this THIS
ISNT THE ANIUMU EXPERENCE I EXPECTED. Aim Practice Mode. For $1, can I really complain? The music is actually
pretty enjoyable, the art is just wonderful (the movie images could be a bit better), and did I already mention the art style? I
really like the art. I will admit for some characters the voice acting is a bit... not my favorite, but only for some. And the Whack-
A-Mole style game play isn't my favorite either. After about five minutes I have to take a break. Other than that, I do
recommend it. I even bought the DLC because who wouldn't want to support the creators. Thumbs up from me.. pokoknya ini
game...NGENTOTT
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\u043d\u0435\u0442 \u043f\u043e\u0440\u043d\u0443\u0445\u0438
\u0437\u0430\u0439\u0446\u044b \u043c\u0435\u0448\u0430\u044e\u0442 \u0434p0\u0447\u0438\u0442\u044c. The
artwork and ASMR are really nice.. $5 buy hentai voices , worth it .. Whack-a-Mole in the simplest way. Each image is covered
up with 9 blocks, each with a little "mole" popping up. You have to hit three of these on the same block to clear it.
Unfortunately, the hit detection can be a little finicky, and sometimes you'll end up just mashing clicks to try to make sure your
hit counts, hearing that same annoying sound over and over. Once you've cleared all 9 blocks, you have to hit five more "moles"
popping up on the picture, and then it switches to an animated, lewder view of that character. By default, these are censored
with giant white rabbit icons, but as of the most recent patch, a single patch.save in your data directory with the letters "patch"
inside gets rid of that. This also enables character dialogue, which sound a lot like the adult audio plays you might find at a place
like DLSite. These are performed by several different actors, and don't exactly seem to match the contents of the game in spots,
so I'm a little concerned they may not be licensed properly. Which then makes me wonder about the artwork.

For what it's worth, the puppet animation on the 2D artwork is fantastic, even if there's a few hiccups, like the top of the wolf
mom's ears getting cut off. The image quality, on the other hand, looks a little rough up-close. The UI squashes and stretches
some images, and the "broken" tile (which hides the moles and makes you play blindly) doesn't even cover the entire block and
looks awful. The menu goes to pains to tell you that all the characters depicted are 18+, but there's a few that are... eh, I don't
know 'bout that, chief. Thankfully, most are not like that, and there's some clever and cute designs.

I played the original game a while back, and just revisited it for the "Charming girl" DLC. I am glad to see they scaled back
some of the nonsense difficulty, because I still have screenshots from when 3 of those "Broken" tiles were appearing in matches.
It seems limited to 1 now, and only in the DLC stages. It does still glitch the counter sometimes and refuse to let you unlock a
block, leaving you unable to complete a stage, which is unfortunate given how little this game has going on in the first place.

As I've said, I do like some of the designs included, and the excellent puppet animation. But I'm concerned about the source of
the artwork and audio performances, and the "game" itself is an annoying chore without a hint of enjoyment to be had. It's less
than the sum of its parts.
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